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Abstract

Arabic is a broad language with many varieties and
dialects spoken by ∼ 450 millions all around the
world. Due to the linguistic diversity and varia-
tions, it is challenging to build a robust and gen-
eralized ASR system for Arabic. In this work,
we address this gap by developing and demoing
a system, dubbed VoxArabica, for dialect identi-
fication (DID) as well as automatic speech recog-
nition (ASR) of Arabic. We train a wide range
of models such as HuBERT (DID), Whisper, and
XLS-R (ASR) in a supervised setting for Arabic
DID and ASR tasks. Our DID models are trained
to identify 17 different dialects in addition to MSA.
We finetune our ASR models on MSA, Egyptian,
Moroccan, and mixed data. Additionally, for the re-
maining dialects in ASR, we provide the option to
choose various models such as Whisper and MMS
in a zero-shot setting. We integrate these models
into a single web interface with diverse features
such as audio recording, file upload, model selec-
tion, and the option to raise flags for incorrect out-
puts. Overall, we believe VoxArabica will be use-
ful for a wide range of audiences concerned with
Arabic research. Our system is currently running
at https://cdce-206-12-100-168.ngrok.io/.

1 Introduction

The Arabic language, with its diverse regional
dialects, represents a unique linguistic spectrum
with varying degrees of overlap between the differ-
ent varieties at all linguistic levels (e.g., phonetic,
syntactic, and semantic). In addition to Modern
Standard Arabic (MSA), which is primarily used in
education, pan-Arab media, and government, there
are many local dialects and varieties that are some-
times categorized at regional (Zaidan and Callison-
Burch, 2014; Elfardy and Diab, 2013; Elaraby and
Abdul-Mageed, 2018), country (Bouamor et al.,

⋆Equal contributions

2018; Abdul-Mageed et al., 2020a, 2021, 2022),
or even province levels (Abdul-Mageed et al.,
2020b). Historically, this wide and rich variation
between different Arabic varieties has posed a sig-
nificant challenge for automatic speech recognition
(ASR) (Talafha et al., 2023; Alsayadi et al., 2022;
Ali, 2020). The main focus has largely been on
the recognition of MSA with very little-to-no focus
on its dialects and varieties (Dhouib et al., 2022;
Hussein et al., 2022; Ali et al., 2014). As such,
ASR systems have conventionally been built either
for MSA or individual dialects, thereby restricting
their versatility and adaptability. However, the mul-
tifaceted nature of Arabic demands a robust ASR
system that caters for its diverse dialects and va-
rieties. In this work, we fill this research gap by
introducing and demoing an ASR system integrated
with a dialect identification model, dubbed VoxAra-
bica.

VoxArabica is an end-to-end dialect-aware ASR
system with dual functionality: (i) it offers a super-
vised dialect identification model followed by (ii)
a finetuned Whisper Arabic ASR model covering
multiple dialects. The dialect identification model
works by assigning a country-level dialect, as well
as MSA, from a set of 18 labels from input speech.
This then allows the appropriate ASR model to
fire. Contrary to traditional methodologies that sep-
arate dialect identification and speech recognition
as two completely different tasks, our proposed
pipeline integrates the two components effectively
utilizing dialectal information for improved speech
recognition. Such an integration not only improves
the ASR output, but also establishes a framework
aligned with the linguistic diversities inherent to
Arabic as well. Concretely, our contributions can
be summarized as follows:

• We introduce and demo our end-to-
end VoxArabica system, which integrates
dialect identification with state-of-the-art
Arabic ASR.
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• Our demo is based on a user-friendly web in-
terface characterized with rich functionalities
such as audio uploading, audio recording, and
user feedback options.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we overview related works. Section 3
introduces our methods. Section 4 offers a walk-
through of our demo. We conclude in Section 5.

2 Literature Review

Arabic ASR. Recent ASR research has focused
on end-to-end (E2E) methods such as in Whis-
per (Radford et al., 2022) and the Universal Speech
Model (Zhang et al., 2023). Such E2E deep learn-
ing models have significantly elevated ASR perfor-
mance by allowing learning directly from the audio
waveform, bypassing the need for intermediate fea-
ture extraction layers (Wang et al., 2019; Radford
et al., 2022). Whisper is particularly noteworthy for
its multitask training approach, incorporating ASR,
voice activity detection, language identification,
and speech translation. It has achieved state-of-the-
art performance on multiple benchmark datasets
such as Librispeech (Panayotov et al., 2015) and
TEDLIUM (Rousseau et al., 2012). However,
its resilience to adversarial noise has been ques-
tioned (Olivier and Raj, 2022).

For Arabic ASR specifically, the first E2E model
was introduced using recurrent neural networks
coupled with Connectionist Temporal Classifica-
tion (CTC) (Ahmed et al., 2019). Subsequent
works have built upon this foundation, including
the development of transformer-based models that
excel in both MSA and dialects (Belinkov et al.,
2019; Hussein et al., 2022). One challenge for E2E
ASR models is the substantial requirement for la-
beled data, particularly for languages with fewer
resources such as varieties of Arabic. To address
this, self-supervised and semi-supervised learning
approaches are gaining traction. These models,
such as Wav2vec2.0 and XLS-R, initially learn use-
ful representations from large amounts of unlabeled
or weakly labeled data and can later be finetuned
for specific tasks (Baevski et al., 2020; Babu et al.,
2021). W2v-BERT, another self-supervised model,
employs contrastive learning and masked language
modeling. It has been adapted for Arabic ASR
by finetuning on the FLEURS dataset, which rep-
resents dialect-accented standard Arabic spoken
by Egyptians (Chung et al., 2021; Conneau et al.,
2023). Unlike Whisper, both Wav2vec2.0 and w2v-

BERT necessitate a finetuning stage for effective
decoding.
Arabic DID. Arabic DID has been the subject of a
number of studies through recent years, enhanced
by collection of spoken Arabic DID corpora such
as ADI5 (Ali et al., 2017) and ADI17 (Shon et al.,
2020). And advances in model architecture have
mirrored changes in the larger LID research com-
munity, from i-vector (Dehak et al., 2010) based
approaches (Ali et al., 2017) towards deep learning
based approaches: x-vectors (Snyder et al., 2018;
Shon et al., 2020), end-to-end classification using
deep neural networks (Ali et al., 2019; Cai et al.,
2018), and transfer learning (Sullivan et al., 2023).
ASR and DID. Combining ASR and DID in a
single pipeline remains fairly novel for Arabic. Re-
cent works in this space has employed only lim-
ited corpora (Lounnas et al., 2020), or used ASR
transcripts only to improve DID (Malmasi and
Zampieri, 2017). Closest to our demonstrated sys-
tem in this work is FarSpeech (Eldesouki et al.,
2019), since it combines ASR and DID. However,
FarSpeech is confined to coarse-grain DID and only
supports MSA for ASR. In addition, compared to
FarSpeech, our models are modular in that it allows
users to run either or both ASR or DID, depending
on their needs.

3 Models

3.1 DID Models

Our DID model is a transfer learning approach:
finetuning HuBERT (Hsu et al., 2021) on ADI-
17 (Shon et al., 2020) and the MSA portions of
ADI-5 (Ali et al., 2017) and MGB-2 (Ali et al.,
2016). We utilize only the MSA portions of ADI-5
due to the ambiguity of going from coarse-grain
to fine-grain labels. Dialectal varieties covered
in our model are MSA, Algerian, Egyptian, Iraqi,
Jordanian, Saudi, Kuwaiti, Lebanese, Libyan, Mau-
ritanian, Moroccon, Omani, Palestinian, Qatari,
Sudanese, Syrian, Emirati, and Yemeni.

Training Details. Our finetuning procedure en-
tailed performing a random search for training hy-
perparameters validated using the ADI-17 develop-
ment set. A detailed overview of the hyperparam-
eters searched can be found in Table 1 . We train
using AdamW as optimizer, with a certain number
of initial steps, Freeze Steps, where the original
model is not updated and only the newly initialized
classification layers change. After thawing, we also
experiment with keeping some of the earlier layers
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Up����-Ta�: Up���� a p��-
re���d�� �pe�� u�er����

f�m �o�� d��i��

Se��� a d���e� �r A��. C�os� "A�t��a�ca��y
De���" to ��� �ur Di���� Id����ca�on mo���

de���m��e �e d���e� �r �o�, �r �a���l�� pi�� �
s�e�i�c �i���� to �s� �e c����s�o�d��� �S� �od��.

Re���d-Ta�:
Re���d �o��

s�e�� u�er����
di���l� ��m �o��

mi��p�ne

Figure 1: Users have the option to either upload files or directly record their audio. Additionally, the dialect
can be automatically detected or manually selected for a specific ASR model.

W�e� 'A�t��a�ca��y �e���' is �����ed, �e
re���t� f�m �e di���� id����ca�on ���l �

di��l���� in �e "Di����" bo� 

T�e �r���c�i��on ��m �e s����ed ��� mo���
wi�� � di��l���� in �is ��t a���

Figure 2: For automatic dialect detection, likelihood percentages determine the ASR model choice, with
transcriptions displayed in the Transcription text area.

Se��� a s�����c �i���� to �s� it� �or���p���in� ��R �o��l

W�e� 'O�er' is �����ed, �e r����t� f�m
�e di���� id����ca�on ���l � di��l���� in �e

"Di����" bo� 

In �e c��� of "O�er", �e t���s��ip�on ��m
t�o z��-�ot ��� mo���s �i�l � di��l���� in

�is ��t a���

Figure 3: When a specific dialect is manually selected, its associated ASR model generates the transcription.
When recording in an unlisted dialect, select "Other". The dialect identification model will then detect the dialect,
and both Whisper and MMS zero-shot models will produce the transcription.
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Table 1: An overview of the search space of the hyper-
parmeter tuning for the DID model as well as optimal
configuration found during the (n=30) random search.
The batch size formula ensures our V100 GPUs were
fully utilized during training, with a target of 75 sec-
onds of audio regardless of the sampling duration. All
values are picked from uniform distributions except
for the learning rate, which was picked from a log
uniform distribution.

Range Conf.

Batch Size 4 · ⌊ 75
Duration⌋ 16

Freeze Steps [0, 1000] 192
Learning Rate [1 · 10−5, 1 · 10−2] 6 · 10−4

Max Steps [20k, 40k] 29225
Duration [4, 18] seconds 4.69
Thaw Depth [0, 23] 3

of the model frozen. We indicate the earliest layer
that gets thawed as Thaw Depth. We also experi-
ment with LayerNorm and Attention finetuning (Li
et al., 2020), but our final model performed better
without it.

3.2 ASR Models

We train a wide range of ASR models on a list of
benchmark Arabic speech datasets. Our models
include two versions of Whisper (Radford et al.,
2022), large-v2 and small. We also finetune XLS-
R (Babu et al., 2022) for the ASR task. For MSA,
we train our models on three versions of common
voice (Ardila et al., 2019) datasets 6.1, 9.0, and
11.0. We note that Talafha et al. (2023) show
that Whisper large-v2 outperforms its smaller vari-
ant as well as XLS-R trained on the same dataset.
For Morrocan, Egyptian, and MSA, we fully fine-
tune models on MGB2, MGB3, MGB5 (Ali et al.,
2016, 2017, 2019). We also train ASR models on
FLEURS (Conneau et al., 2023), which is accented
Egyptian speech data.
Text Preprocessing. The datasets we employ
exhibit various inconsistencies. For instance,
within CV6.1, the utterance �Ñ�ê

�
Ë

�
ÈA ��®�	̄ "faqaAla

lahumo" is fully diacritic, whereas the utterance
�I�Ò£ Ðñj. 	JË @ @ 	XA

	̄ "f<*A Alnjwm Tmst" lacks di-
acritic annotations, despite both originating from
the Quran. Consequently, we adopt the normal-
ization approach from (Chowdhury et al., 2021;
Talafha et al., 2023), which involves: (a) discard-
ing all punctuation marks excluding the % and @
symbols; (b) eliminating diacritics, Hamzas, and

Ref (EGY) l .×A 	KQK. 	áÓ �èYK
Yg. �é�®Êg ú

	̄ ÕºJ
K. AJ.kQÓð Cë@ Q�
	mÌ'@ Z A�Ó

@Q�
ÓA¾Ë@ Ð@Y�̄ AêªÊ¢�
 �éJ
 	K A�K ú

	̄ é� 	® 	K Yg@ð ø
 @ hñ 	�ñK.

Whisper (0-shot) l .×A 	KQK. 	áÓ �èYK
Yg. �é�®Êg ú

	̄ ÕºK. AJ.kQÓð Cë


@ Q�
	mÌ'@ ù
 ª��.

@Q�
ÓA¾Ë@ Ð@Y�̄ AêªÊ¢�
 �éJ
 	K A�K ú

	̄ é� 	® 	K Yg@ð ø



@ hñ 	�ñK.

MMS (0-shot) l .×A 	KQK. 	áÓ �èYK
Yg.

@ úÎm

	̄ ÕºK.
�
AJ.kQÓ 	áÊë


@ Q�
	mÌ ZA��.

�èQÒ» ½ÓXð AêªÊ¢�
 �éJ
 	�� 	®� 	® 	K Yg@ð ø


@ hñ 	�ñK.

Whisper (MSA) l .×A 	KQK. 	áÓ �èYK
Yg. �é�®Êg ú

	̄ ÕºK. AJ.kQÓð Cë@ Q�
	mÌ'@ Qª��.

@Q�
ÓA¾Ë@ ÐY�̄ AêªÊ¢�
 B ú
×A� é� 	® 	K Yg@ð ø
 @ hñ 	�ñK.

Whisper(EGY) l .×A 	KQK. 	áÓ �èYK
Yg. �é�®Êg ú

	̄ ÕºJ
K. AJ.kQÓð Cë@ Q�
	mÌ'@ Z A�Ó

@Q�
ÓA¾Ë@ Ð@Y�̄ AêªÊ¢�
 �éJ
 	K A�K ú

	̄ é� 	® 	K Yg@ð ø
 @ hñ 	�ñK.

Whisper(MOR) l .×A 	KQK. 	áÓ �èYK
Yg. �é�®Êg ú

	̄ ÕºJ
K. AJ.kQÓð Cë@ Q�
	mÌ'@ AK
A�Ó

@Q�
ÓA¾Ë@ Ð@Y�̄ AêªÊ¢�
 ú
Í
�éJ
 	�� 	̄ ñ� 	® 	K Yg@ð ø
 @ hñ 	�ñK.

XLS-R(MSA) l .×A 	KQK. 	áÓ �èYK
Yg. �éËAg ú

	̄ ÕºK. AJ.kQÓð Cë@ Q�
	mÌ'@ Z A�Ó

@Q�
ÓA¾Ë@ Ð@Y�̄ AêªÊ¢�
 �éJ
 	K A�K é� 	® 	K Yg@ð ø
 @ hñ 	�ñK.

Table 2: Example outputs produced by VoxAra-
bica when input audio is Egyptian dialect.

Maddas; and (c) converting eastern Arabic numer-
als into their western counterparts (e.g., 29 remains
29). Given that this study does not address code-
switching, all Latin alphabet is excluded.
Training Details. Before training, we apply pre-
processing steps as mentioned above on the text.
We train all of our models using AdamW opti-
mizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019) with a learn-
ing rate of 1e−5, 500 warmup steps, and no weight
decay. To prevent the model from severely over-
fitting, we employ early stopping with patience at
5. We use Huggingface trainer 1 with deepspeed
ZeRO (Rajbhandari et al., 2019) stage-2 to paral-
lelize our training across 8xA100 (40G) GPUs.

In our demo, we also allow users to utilize both
Whisper and MMS (Pratap et al., 2023) in the zero-
shot setting.

4 Walkthrough

Our demo consists of a web interface with versatile
functionality. It allows users to interact with the
system in multiple ways, depending on their needs.
User audio input. Users can either record their
own audio through a microphone or upload a pre-
recorded file. In both cases, we allow different
formats such as .wav, .mp3, or .flac, across var-
ious audio sampling rates (e.g., 16khz or 48khz).
Figure 1 demonstrates the different options avail-
able to the user upon interacting with VoxArabica.

1https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/
main_classes/trainer
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Model name Dialect(s) Dataset Architecture
Whisper MSA MSA CV (6.1, 9.0, 11.0) Whisper
XLS-R MSA CV (6.1, 9.0, 11.0) Wav2vec 2.0
Whisper Morroco MOR MGB5 Whisper
Whisper Egypt EGY MGB3 Whisper
Whisper Zero-shot - - Whisper
MMS - - Wav2vec 2.0

Table 3: The utilized ASR models, their associated
dialects, and respective architectures, and dataset used
to train each model. Models marked with a dash are
generic and not specific to a particular dialect.

Model selection. Users can choose to select an
Arabic variety for transcription, or have it auto-
matically detected using our 18-way DID system.
We demonstrate this in Figure 2. Once the vari-
ety is detected, the corresponding ASR model will
perform transcription and both DID transcription
results will be presented on the interface (as shown
in Figure 3). We offer various models: two for the
EGY and MOR, respectively; two for MSA; and
two generic models that can be used for any variety.
We list all models in Table 3. In cases where pre-
dicted/selected variety is not covered by our ASR
models, we fall back to our generic models (i.e.,
both Whisper zero-shot and MMS zero-shot).
User feedback. We also provide an option for users
to submit anonymous feedback about the produced
output by raising a flag. We use this information
to collect high quality silver labels and discard ex-
amples where a flag is raised for incorrect outputs.
It is important to note that we do not collect any
external user data for any purpose, thus ensuring
user privacy.
System output. Our system conveniently out-
puts both predicted Arabic variety and transcrip-
tion across two panels as shown in Figure 3. For
predicted variety, we show users all top five pre-
dictions along with model confidence for each of
them. We provide outputs produced by our models
in VoxArabica when the reference input is Egyp-
tian dialect in Table 2. We also present additional
examples in Appendix, Table 4.

5 Conclusion

We present a demonstration of combined DID and
ASR pipeline to illustrate the potential for these sys-
tems to improve the usability of dialectal Arabic
speech technologies. We report example outputs
produced by our system for multiple dialects show-
casing the effectiveness of integrated DID and ASR
pipelines. We believe that our demo will advance
the research to build a robust and generalized Ara-

bic ASR system for a wide range of varieties and
dialects and will enable a more holistic assessment
of the strengths and weaknesses of these methods.
For future work, we intend to add models for more
dialects and varieties particularly those which are
low resource.

6 Limitations

Audio classification tasks can be susceptible to out-
of-domain performance degradation, which may
impact real world performance. Similarly, stud-
ies on the interpretability of DID models have
shown internal encoding of non-linguistic factors
such as gender and channel (Chowdhury et al.,
2020), which may impart bias to the models. En-
suring training corpora contain a diverse balance
of speaker gender, recording conditions, as well as
full coverage of the different styles of language is
an ongoing challenge. We hope that by creating
an online demonstration, these limitations can be
further explored.

7 Ethics Statement

Intended use. We build a robust dialect identifi-
cation and speech recognition system for multiple
Arabic dialects as well as MSA. We showcase the
capability of our system in the demo. We believe
that our work will guide a new direction of research
to develop a robust and generalized speech recog-
nition system for Arabic. Through our demo, we
integrate DID with ASR system which support mul-
tiple dialects.
Potential misuse and bias. Since our data is lim-
ited to a few dialects involved in finetuning DID
and ASR systems, we do not expect our models to
generalize all varieties and dialects of Arabic that
are not supported by our models.
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Appendix

Example Outputs

Ref (MSA) �èAJ
mÌ'@ XYî�E �HA 	®«A 	�Ó úÍ@ AîD	�ªK. ø
 X
ñ�K Y�̄ð XQ 	®ÊË �éK
 	X ñÖÏ @ �éJ
J. Ê�Ë@ PA�KB@ 	áÓ YK
YªË@ é 	J« i. �J

	�K
 �IJ
k 	àA�	�B@ Õæ�k. ú

	̄ ú
æ. Ê� É¾ ���. 	á�
 	gY�JË @ Q�K ñK


MMS �èAJ
mÌ'@ XYî�E �HA 	®«A 	�Ó úÍ@ AîD	�ªK. ø
 X
ñ�K Y�̄ð XQ 	®Ë @ YK
 	X ñÖÏ @ �éJ
J. Ê�Ë@ PA�K

�
B@ 	áÓ YK
YªË@ é 	Jªj. �J 	�K
 �IJ
k 	àA�	�B @ Õæ�k. ù
 ë ú
æ. Ê� É¾ ���. 	á�
 	gY�JË @ Q�K ñK


Whisper(0-shot) �èAJ
mÌ'@ XYî�E �HA 	®«A 	�Ó úÍ@ AîD	�ªK. ø
 X
ñ�K Y�̄ð XQ 	®ÊË �éK
 	X ñÖÏ @ �éJ
J. Ê�Ë@ PA�KB@ 	áÓ YK
YªË@ é 	J« i. �J

	�K
 �IJ
k 	àA�	�B@ Õæ�k. ú

	̄ ú
æ. Ê� É¾ ���. 	á�
 	gY�JË @ Q�K ñK


Whisper(MSA) �èAJ
mÌ'@ XYî�E �HA 	®«A 	�Ó úÍ@ AîD	�ªK. ø
 X
ñ�K Y�̄ð XQ 	®ÊË �éK
 	X ñÖÏ @ �éJ
J. Ê�Ë@ PA�K

�
B@ 	áÓ YK
YªË@ é 	J« i. �J

	�K
 �IJ
k 	àA�	�B @ Õæ�k. ú

	̄ ú
æ. Ê� É¾ ���. 	á�
 	gY�JË @ Q�K ñK


Whisper(MOR) �èAJ
mÌ'@ XYî�E �HA 	®ª 	�Ó úÍ@ AîD	�ªK. ø
 X
ñ�K Y�̄ð ��Q 	®Ë @X �éK
 	X ñÖÏ @ �éJ
J. Ê�Ë@ PA�KB@ 	áÓ YK
YªË@ é 	J« i. �J

	�K
 �IJ
k 	àA�	�B@ Õæ�k. ú

	̄ ú
æ. Ê� É¾ ���. 	á�
 	gY�JË @ Q�K ñK


Whisper(EGY) �èAJ
mÌ'@ XYî�E �HA 	®«A 	�Ó úÍ@ AîD	�ªK. ø
 X
ñ�K Y�̄ð XQ 	®ÊË �éK
 	X ñÖÏ @ �éJ
J. Ê�Ë@ PA�KB@ 	áÓ YK
YªË@ é 	J« i. �J

	�K
 �IJ
k 	àA�	�B@ Õæ�k. ú

	̄ ú
æ. Ê� É¾ ���. 	á�
 	gY�JË @ Q�K ñK


Ref (JOR - Other) ? 	á�
J. ��K. AÓ ���
Ë , ½	J« 	àAÓ 	P ? �éJ. J
 	ªËAë 	áK
ð ?¼PAJ. 	k

@ ñ �� ?½ËAg 	J
» �éÖÏ 	P AK


MMS (0-shot) 	á�
J. ��K. AÓ ��B ½	J« 	àAÓ 	P H. A 	ªË @ é 	K @ð ¼PAJ. 	k

@ ñ ��ºÊg 	¬A¿ È 	QªK


Whisper (0-shot) ? 	á�
J. ��K. AÓ ���
Ë , ½	J« 	àAÓ 	P ? �éK. A 	ªËAë 	áK
ð ?¼PAJ. 	k

@ ñ �� ?½ËAg 	J
» �éÖÏ 	P AK


Whisper (MSA) 	á�
J. ��K. AÓ ���
Ë ½	J« 	àAÓ 	P �éJ. J
 	ªË @ Aî 	E @ð ¼PAJ. 	k@ ñ �� ½ËAg 	J
» ÕË 	P AK


Whisper (MOR) 	á�
J. ��K. AÓ ��B ¼Y	J« 	àAÓ 	P �éK. A 	ªË @ Aî 	E @ð ¼PAJ. 	k@ ñ �� ½ËAg 	J
» �éÖÏ 	P AK


Whisper (EGY) 	á�
J. ��K. AÓ ���
Ë ½	J« AÓ @ 	X @ �éK. A 	ªË @ Aî 	E @ð ¼PAJ. 	k@ ñ �� ½ËAg 	¬A¿ �éÖÏ 	P AK


Table 4: Outputs produced by VoxArabica when input is Egyptian and Jordanian. For Jordanian dialect, we do
not have a finetuned model and Whisper (0-shot) performs best. Hence highlighting the lack of generalisation for
various finetuned models to unseen dialects.
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